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Editors' Note: We'd like to take this opportunity to introduce Thomas Hunt, Ph.D. to the readers of Iron Game History. Dr. Hunt, who also has a law degree, is now an assistant editor on the IGH staff and will be working with us in the H. J. Lutcher Stark Center for Physical Culture and Sports as a curator. He is also teaching sport history for the Department of Kinesiology and Health Education here at The University of Texas. We are delighted to have Dr. Hunt on the staff of IGH and the Stark Center, and we are pleased to have this article, which is adapted from his doctoral dissertation.

As demonstrated by the alarming number of drug scandals that seemingly appear in each fresh edition of our newspapers, performance-enhancing substances are increasingly noticeable features of contemporary sport and physical culture. Despite the sincere hopes of athletic officials, governmental leaders, and a large portion of the general public to deal with this situation, most current initiatives fail to adequately incorporate the lessons provided by previous attempts at the regulation of doping in sport. Because the Olympics are concurrently the world's most celebrated athletic spectacle and the one with the most extensive record of dealing with doping-related issues, this article traces the regulatory response of policymakers within the international Olympic movement to performance-enhancing drugs during the 1980s—arguably the most significant period in the history of the movement with regard to the construction of a global anti-doping structure.

While a large part of the 1980s was marked by alternating improvements and relapses in regulatory development, the 1988 Seoul Olympics served as a turning point for doping control policy. Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson's positive test for the anabolic steroid stanozolol in the wake of a world record-setting one-hundred meter sprint at those competitions focused public attention on the issue in a profound way. Government officials, taking note of this response, initiated investigations into the conduct of the movement, thereby pressuring Olympic officials to reform their policies. Although it would take several years to be implemented, the agenda for a gradual expansion and consolidation of Olympic drug control policies was set as a result of these developments.

In the aftermath of a silver medal performance in the 1976 Olympic marathon, U.S. runner Frank Shorter was asked whether he planned to compete in the upcoming 1980 Moscow Games. His response highlighted the degree to which performance-enhancing drugs had become necessary components to success in international sport. "Yeah," he affirmed, so long as "I find some good doctors." Policymakers in the Olympics were also attuned to this development. The chief American physician at the 1976 Games, John Anderson, for instance, predicted that "you'll see much more of a problem in doping control [in Moscow]." These remarks were informed by the IOC's dedication to developing expensive testing equipment while concurrently legalizing known stimulants such as the asthma medication terbutaline. The legalistic
nature of the IOC's approach moreover ignored the potential of education to redirect athletes' moral orientations toward the problem. Unless rectified, these deficiencies, Anderson argued, might cause a scandal in Moscow large enough to threaten the future of the movement. "I think in 1980," he stated, "it will become evident . . . that man has gone a bit too far in manipulating individuals, and it would seem to this observer that 1984 indeed will come [and go] without the Olympic Games."75

Despite such cynicisms, several sport administrators continued to claim that a slight retooling of the controls would curtail the use of ergogenic aids. Victor Rogozhin, chairman of the Moscow Games Organizing Committee's anti-doping panel, asserted prior to the event's opening that "we have conducted important research on improving methods of detecting steroid hormones and reducing the time necessary for the test. This will make it possible not only to increase the number of tests for this group of drugs, but also to carry them out according to the regulations established . . . by the Medical Commission of the [IOC]."76 Even USOC physician Daniel Hanley admitted that "the capacity of the labs in Moscow seems to be perfectly adequate, and the testing will be carefully overseen by the Medical Commission."77

Nevertheless, athletes and unscrupulous administrators on both sides of the Iron Curtain busied themselves with identifying loopholes in testing procedures. In order for their athletes to avoid detection, East German scientists implemented a protocol whereby administrations of detectable anabolic steroids were replaced with injections of Testosterone-Depot in the final weeks before contests. Significantly, these doses could not be differentiated through urinalysis from hormones normally found in the human body.8 Describing this "testosterone loophole," a USOC medical staff member remarked that "athletes seem to have the timing down to the minute as to how soon they have to 'get off' a drug to avoid detection." A large infrastructure was seen by him as a component of the "cat-and-mouse-game." "You'd also swear," the staff member continued, that "they had Ph.D. pharmacologists working for them to figure out how to beat tests almost faster than the anti-doping scientists can make them more sensitive."79

Fuel to these suspicions was provided by the defection of an East German sprinter, Renate Neufeld, who brought along the pills and powders that her coaches had required her to use; chemical analyses later deter-

minded they were anabolic steroids. "The trainer told me the pills would make me stronger and faster and that there were no side effects," she explained. Describing the extent of the state-sponsored program, Neufeld declared, "We all lived the same way, the general approach is the same."76 "You don't know what is being tried out," corroborated elite East German swimmer—

and fellow defector—Renate Vogel, as to "what ingredients there are in the food, what is being injected. You cannot take a stand against it."77

Despite their 1976 proposal to merely study the potential of performance-enhancing drugs in an expanded medical program, American officials took a more progressive stance in the run-up to the Moscow Games.12 In November of 1978, a new USOC medical taskforce recommended the implementation of comprehensive drug tests at all national championships. Describing the proposal as "a positive step," USOC Executive Director Don Miller asserted that "we have to identify where drugs are being used to centralize our effort. The only way you can do this is through an effective drug testing program."13 Other Western nations also enacted more rigorous protocols. Still, the diffuse international sport system, in which individual organizations were free to enact their own preferences, reduced the likelihood that a global Olympic doping strategy could be created. IOC Medical Commission member Dr. Arnold Beckett thus complained that "one of the troubles is that there are no totally universal controls."14

The 1980 Winter Games in Lake Placid, New York, benefited, according to some officials, from a greatly enhanced drug-testing protocol. Dr. Robert Dugal, co-director of the competition's doping control effort asserted that "the system we're using is more sophisticated now. It can separate drugs more precisely and isolate the compounds." His colleague, Dr. Michel Bertrand, went further; "The equipment acts with the precision of radar," he claimed. "We are confident it will be a deterrent, because athletes who think they can risk trying us will be making a mistake."15 The head physician for the American team, Anthony Daley, likewise stated that "the old saying was the lab could tell you what kind of lettuce you ate for lunch two days before. Now, I think they could tell you how old the lettuce was. The tests are that sensitive."16

Other members of the Olympic medical establishment were less hopeful. Dr. Beckett of the IOC Medical Commission described the struggle between drug-dependent athletes and doping authorities as "a warfare"
in which actions were “ruthless.” Asked whether his commission was prevailing, he replied, “No. We can only prevent the more serious aspects of the problem. We win some; we lose some. The war goes on.” He perceived a particular danger from the involvement of unscrupulous physicians and sport administrators that either explicitly or implicitly supported the use of ergogenic aids; “Not all the blame should be put on the athletes,” Beckett explained. “It goes much further up. The people behind them should be kicked out.” As for the integrity of the Games, he asserted that “the competition should be between individual athletes, not doctors and pharmacologists. We don’t want sports people used as guinea pigs to boost the doctors behind them.”

In the end, Beckett’s pessimism was proved valid, as the protocol employed at the 1980 Winter Olympic Games in Lake Placid produced not a single positive indication of drug use among the 790 doping tests administered.

The dangerous combination of new doping techniques and political machinations at the Games alarmed several other IOC officials. Having been asked about her perceptions regarding the movement’s greatest challenges in the period between the Lake Placid Games and the Moscow Summer Olympics, IOC secretary Monique Berlioux answered that it was “the growing influence of politics in sport and the manipulation of athletes with drugs and the fabrication of an artificial human being.”

Still, problems related to drug usage would not be clarified in Russia.

In terms of Olympic medical policy, Moscow was a peculiar choice for the Summer Games. Although less notorious than the East German doping regime, it was widely believed that the Soviets sponsored a similar program. Confirmation of systematic doping by the Soviet Union came in 2003 when Dr. Michael Kalinski, former chair of the sport biochemistry department at the State University of Physical Education and Sport in Kiev, Ukraine, released a 1972 document detailing a clandestine Soviet project that concerned the administration of anabolic steroids to elite athletes. As the 1980 Games neared, however, Soviet sport officials assured the IOC leadership that their regulations would be strictly applied. Indeed, Soviet efforts impressed Medical Commission chairman Alexandre de Merode during an October 1979 tour of the laboratory facilities in Moscow, which he described as “well-equipped.” The accuracy of the chairman’s observations was later called into question, however. Dr. Robert Voy, who became chief medical officer of the USOC in 1984, for example, argued that “after seeing their testing facilities in Moscow firsthand and after realizing the Soviets’ willingness to play these types of games, I simply cannot believe that [de Merode’s] claim.”

Whatever the status was regarding the level of equipment, something was deeply flawed in Moscow’s doping preparations. Observers of the competitions, for example, became suspicious of drug usage after seeing the well-developed physiques of the athletes. However, of the 6,868 gas chromatography tests, 2,493 radioimmunoassays, 220 mass spectrometry analyses, and forty-three alcohol tests, no positive results were reported. While the IOC leadership basked in the glow of what they called the “purest” Games in the history of the movement, one of their number was not quite ready to be persuaded. Manfred Donike, a West German physician on the Medical Commission, privately ran a series of additional tests on some of the urine samples from Moscow. Having developed a new technique for identifying abnormal levels of testosterone, involving measuring its ratio to epitestosterone in urine (Positive tests were set at a 6:1 ratio of the former to the latter.), he determined that the rumors of extensive doping were founded in fact. While he neither repeated the many thousands of tests listed above, nor looked for anything other than the testosterone/epitestosterone ratio, a full twenty percent of the limited number of specimens he tested, including those from an alarming sixteen gold medalists, had ratios that would have resulted in disciplinary proceedings if the screens had been official.

Consequently, these were not the “purest” Games in history; they were one of the dirtiest. Athletes had not cleaned up—they had simply switched to testosterone and other drugs for which the IOC did not yet have tests. The hypocrisy of the competitions was perhaps best described in a 1989 study by the Australian government: “there is hardly a medal winner at the Moscow Games, certainly not a gold medal winner,” it reported, “who is not on one sort of drug or another: usually several kinds. The Moscow Games might as well have been called the Chemists’ Games.” An IOC gadfly, Andrew Jennings, even cited an anonymous KGB colonel as stating that Soviet security officers, posing as IOC anti-doping authorities, had sabotaged the drug tests. Soviet athletes, the colonel professed, “were rescued with [these] tremendous efforts.” In addition to remembering rumors of some involvement by the KGB, a member of the Bulgarian weightlifting delegation asserted that while his team did not receive prior notice of the lack of testing, widespread assurances on the situation were given to other non-boycotting nations. In
other words, Soviet officials were willing to share knowledge regarding the absence of effective screens, but not to the degree that it would impair the ability of their own athletes to finish on top of the Olympic medal tables (The Bulgarian weightlifters were excellent). Whether these claims were true or false, the question, then, was not how the doping policies had succeeded, but why they had failed so miserably.

In the immediate aftermath of the Moscow Games, the IOC Medical Commission continued to push for more robust doping regulations. Chairman de Merode was particularly concerned that the commission’s jurisdictional limitation to the Olympic competitions was restraining its success in the field. He therefore pointed out to other IOC members that “it had been hoped to set up some kind of control between the Olympic Games... It was essential to continue the work of approving neutral laboratories for doping testing in order that these could be used to test between Games.” Dr. Eduardo Hay replied that the politics of the international sport system might make such reform difficult. Preaching caution, he stated that “the Medical Commission of the IOC only had [sic] jurisdiction within the Olympic Games at present. It would be necessary to modify its role and work with the [International Federations] and [National Olympic Committees] if this authority were to spread to regional Games or international competitions in general.” Explaining the nuances of an additional proposal for further tests, he continued that “rule changes would create major technical problems,” so it was “better to retain the present procedure.” For a time, the IOC supported Hay’s position.

De Merode made some progress by May 1982, however, in advocating inter-Games testing. Through negotiations with the international federations, for example, he strengthened an agreement with the International Amateur Athletics Federation for procedures through which laboratories could be recognized, and also established a universal set of sanctions for those IAAF track-and-field athletes caught doping between Olympic competitions. In addition, the results of Donike’s unofficial screens in Moscow convinced de Merode that testosterone must be added to the IOC’s list of banned substances. In a 1982 interview, Donike explained that “the increase in testosterone [use] is a direct consequence of the doping control for anabolic steroids. In former times, athletes... have to stop the use of anabolic steroids at least three weeks before the event. So they have to substitute. And the agent of choice is testosterone—testosterone injections.” Due to his efforts, the IOC announced that it was banning the hormone along with high levels of caffeine.

Such medical advances also led to rumors of a major doping cover-up at the 1983 World Track-and-Field Championships in Helsinki, Finland. Given that a number of world records were broken at the event, insiders were convinced of a connection with doping practices. Because the IAAF—rather than the IOC—was in charge of the drug screens, the “insiders” believed that the diffuse regulatory system of international sport played a major role in the controversy. USOC physician Robert Voy specifically blamed Primo Nebiolo, then president of the IAAF, for suppressing the positive tests. “There is no doubt in my mind,” he later wrote, “that, at least in 1983, Nebiolo would not have pressed for honest, accurate testing in Helsinki.” Within the IOC leadership, Canadian delegate Dick Pound likewise stated that “something was very, very wrong with the testing procedures in Helsinki.” He continued that “my feeling was that... there either were positives that were not acted upon by the IAAF or that there were directions not to test for certain compounds or substances.” Indeed, according to Pound, “all over the world, people shook their heads and said (the testing) is not credible... [The IAAF] was in serious jeopardy of becoming a laughing-stock because of the results.”

Although test failures were not announced in Helsinki, later testimony revealed that some athletes did, in fact, test positive for performance-enhancing drugs at the competition. As an indirect consequence of the episode, athletes began to understand the accuracy of the new gas chromatography and mass spectrometry screens. A controversy ensued at the 1983 Pan-American Games held in Venezuela, when Jeff Michaels, the American weightlifter, tested positive, after which twelve members of the U.S. track-and-field squad left before their events to avoid the screens. While these individuals were vilified, others deliberately performed poorly in order to avoid both vilification and/or drug screens (Only medalists were subject to tests.). Several of those who remained were caught and punished. Still more damning was the USOC’s involvement in warning athletes of the doping protocols. After learning of the new testing procedures upon her arrival in Caracas, the American team’s chief of mission, Evie Dennis, asked U.S. officials to alert their athletes of the screens.

Before the events, a few USOC officials also advocated pre-competition tests to prevent unexpected results. Speaking in July 1983, USOC member Jack Kelly stated that “one of the things that concerns me a
great deal... is what would be tremendously embarrassing to the [USOC], and hurt us greatly in future fund-raising, and things of that nature, if several of our athletes were tested for steroids... and barred from the Olympic Games." He continued, "I would hope that the Medical Committee would be doing some preliminary testing with the likely athletes... to make sure that, when they go to the Games, that [sic] they are going to pass whatever tests may be used." USOC President William Simon later admitted that a number of American athletes prior to the 1984 Games failed pre-competition steroid screens, but were allowed to compete because participation was voluntary.41

The USOC continued its policy of testing American athletes in the period before the opening of the Los Angeles Olympic Games in the summer of 1984.42 Although drug screens were considered "formal" at the 1984 American Olympic Trials in the sense that sanctions were required for positive results, Dr. Voy later learned that many athletes were allowed to compete despite affirmative indications of doping.43 In a self-incriminating report that was withheld until after the conclusion of the 1984 Games, USOC President F. Don Miller admitted that eighty-six athletes, including ten at the Olympic trials, tested positive for banned substances before the competitions in Los Angeles. The timing of this disclosure was, of course, likely motivated by the wish to avert pre-Games criticism of the American team.44

The other components of the Olympic governance system, including the IOC and the Los Angeles Organizing Committee, were motivated less by moralistic concerns than by economic issues.45 Historically, the host of the Olympic Games did not make a profit, and the debt-laden 1976 Montreal Games particularly served as a warning for officials in California that what mattered most was the bottom line.46 The U.S.-led boycott of the 1980 Games in Moscow only made the situation worse. Within the IOC, a more commercially astute leader than Lord Killanin was elected to the IOC presidency in 1980 in the person of Spaniard Juan Antonio Samaranch.47 Despite Samaranch's intimate knowledge of financial considerations, the choice was not ideal for those wishing for robust drug regulations. According to Pound, the new president "always thought the IOC Medical Commission was dangerous" in that its activities might threaten the public image of the movement.48

In Peter Ueberroth, the Los Angeles Organizing Committee was led by an individual with a similar commitment to economic success. As the former owner of North America's second largest travel business, he spearheaded an effort that would eventually yield an unprecedented $250 million in profits.49 Achieving this, however, led Ueberroth to neglect—or even suppress—the results of expensive doping tests that, should a public scandal occur, threaten the monetary contributions to his committee; indeed, the USOC's refusal to disclose positive tests by U.S. athletes prior to the Games was likely linked to Ueberroth’s fundraising campaign. Due to its concern over expenses, the Los Angeles Organizing Committee additionally announced in April 1983 that it would not test for caffeine or testosterone unless the IOC provided convincing proof that the screens were scientifically justifiable.50 In June, Dr. Anthony Daly, Medical Director of Olympic Health Services in Los Angeles, outlined the reasons for this position in a letter to de Merode. "We are certain," he wrote, "that the goals of the IOC Medical Commission are precisely the same as those of the LAOOC—namely, not to permit dope testing which has not been scientifically validated to be performed on athletes during the 1984 Olympic Games."51

By November of 1983, Ueberroth had come to believe that the expensive doping regulations constituted a direct threat to the economic integrity of the competitions. He thus wrote to Samaranch that the "drugs and doctors are not only controlling the Games of the XXIIIrd Olympiad, they are beginning to gain control of the whole Olympic movement." Ueberroth was especially worried regarding the harmful effects that might derive from public disclosures of positive test results. While admitting that "the use of drugs must be curtailed in every way," he also asserted that such an orientation had a limit. Implying that economic necessities might trump rigorous adherence to doping regulations in some instances, Ueberroth stipulated that "equally important the dignity of the Olympic movement must be preserved," a comment which, in retrospect, seems ironic.52 To undercut anticipated media stories that "all athletes were doped," Ueberroth moreover asked the IOC leadership to emphasize the fact that not all competitors were "drug addicts."53 To Ueberroth, integrity was apparently more a product of financial success than effective doping policy.

Balancing these competing interests, the Los Angeles Organizing Committee acquiesced to testosterone and caffeine screens in late-November 1983 after IOC medical authorities asserted that "these controls were scientifically perfect and not assailable as incorrect."54 Despite the accuracy of the tests, a more omi-
nous situation arose when it became known that some athletes were using a lesser-known substance called Human Growth Hormone (hGH) at the 1983 World Track-and-Field Championships. Both scientific and economic hurdles prevented its inclusion on the IOC's list of prohibited substances for the Los Angeles Games. The November 1983 Medical Commission report stated that “a method of detection [for hGH] has been almost perfected...but there are very serious doubts as to the real effectiveness of this very costly treatment.” The document therefore declared that “it would be premature to draw definitive conclusions and in any case it is out of the question that it be controlled in Los Angeles.”

Several Olympic leaders also worried that American officials in Los Angeles would treat athletes from the communist bloc unfairly. Manfred Ewald, a member of the East German sport establishment, thus informed de Merode of the positive attributes of a suggestion by Marat Gramov, the chairman of the Soviet National Olympic Committee, “to carry out doping controls according to politically and geographically balanced view-points.” Conducting “doping controls in 2 laboratories each in socialist and non-socialist countries,” as Gramov proposed, would help “bring about a rather correct and objective doping control.” A number of IOC members were, in addition, anxious that U.S. officials might interfere if and when American athletes were detected using performance-enhancing substances. At a July 1984 meeting, Italian delegate Franco Carraro accordingly asked de Merode to provide “assurance that the doping tests in Los Angeles would be held under strict conditions.” Although de Merode recognized that “if an American athlete had a test that was positive, the IOC might be taken to Court,” he told Carraro that “...this consideration should not prevent the IOC from doing its work.” In his pre-Games official report, de Merode downplayed the issue by emphasizing the positive steps that had been taken in Los Angeles. “The laboratory is perfectly equipped,” de Merode declared. With respected physician Don Catlin as its director, he continued, “it [the medical facility] has acquired remarkable experience and is perfectly satisfactory.” As for the tension between the IOC and the Los Angeles Organizing Committee regarding the testosterone and caffeine screens, de Merode stated that all difficulties had been resolved. The drugs tests, including testosterone and caffeine screens, would therefore be “objective, firm and comprehensive, and any positive cases would be dealt with in accordance with IOC Rules [sic].”

De Merode’s initial hopes for a set of rigorously enforced doping protocols in Los Angeles were largely unfulfilled, however. Although U.S. athletes won a spectacular eighty-three gold, sixty-one silver, and thirty bronze medals, not a single American was included on the list of those found to have been doping. Indeed, the fact that only twelve Olympians tested positive for performance-enhancing drugs showed that the IOC’s doping control efforts had made little progress since the 1960s. Unfortunately, the absence of positive drug screens was perhaps due less to Olympic doping policies than with the destruction of test results before they could be disclosed to the public. Before the opening of the Games, the Los Angeles Organizing Committee had refused to provide IOC doping authorities with a safe. This resulted in the theft of a number of medical records at the competitions. With few exceptions, the consequent lack of evidence made sanctions impossible.

While a few observers suspected that de Merode played a role in the scheme, most who remembered Ueberroth’s hostility towards rigorous tests placed the blame squarely on the shoulders of local authorities. In a 1994 letter, de Merode claimed that the organizing committee’s Dr. Tony Daly at first explained that the documents had been shipped to IOC headquarters in Switzerland, but then, after further questioning, admitted that the papers had in fact been destroyed. Describing his frustration over the episode, IOC member Dick Pound later wrote that the elimination of documents “led to the perception that the IOC was soft on drugs and that it did not want to find positive cases at the Games, but it was the L.A. organizing committee that had removed the evidence before it could be acted on by the IOC.”

Local officials, of course, denied any complicity. Dr. Craig Kammerer, the associate director of the laboratory that handled the tests, claimed that “we were totally puzzled initially and figured that something must be going on, politically or a cover up.” As a self-described “cynical idealist,” Pound also did not absolve the IOC leadership from all responsibility. According to Pound, IOC President Samaranch conspired with his IAAF counterpart, Primo Nebiolo, to delay the announcement of a positive test result to make sure that the competitions in Los Angeles ended without significant controversy. Elaborating on their motivations, Medical Commission member Dr. Arnold Beckett likewise asserted that “it would have done quite a lot of damage if five or six...of the positives...had led to the medal winners...Some of the federations and IOC are happy to show that they’re doing something in getting some positives, but they don’t want too many
because that would damage the image of the Games.” As a result, Beckett elaborated, “We [the IOC Medical Commission] took the responsibility of not revealing [the destruction of the documents] publicly.” Image was thus of primary importance to the Samaranch presidency; unfortunately, it came at the expense of regulatory responsibility and integrity. 71

Several new forms of doping in Los Angeles highlighted the dynamic nature of the drug problem. Anticipatory athletes switched to alternative performance-enhancing techniques by the time a new drug screen was developed. At the 1984 Games, five U.S. cyclists who had medaled at the competitions received blood transfusions prior to their races from prominent cardiologist Herman Falsetti. 72 The idea of blood transfusion was to preserve an athlete’s red blood cells and then introduce them into his or her body immediately prior to a competition. Because these cells carry oxygen, the reintroduction (through what is technically known as autologous transfusion) of a half-liter of blood provides the body with a roughly equivalent amount of oxygen per minute. 73 Although the practice is one technique to undertake what is now popularly called “blood doping,” the procedure did not violate IOC regulations in place at the time. As Thomas Dickson, the team physician who witnessed the transfusions, put it, “They were certainly unethical, [but] whether they were illegal is something I still don’t know.” 74

Whatever the moral dimensions of the episode, the United States Cycling Federation (USCF), as the national governing body for the sport, split the difference between apathy and responsiveness. While an apology to the American public was issued and the officials involved in administering the transfusions were punished, federation president David Prouty announced that “no athletes will be held or considered responsible.” Describing the cyclists as unsuspecting victims, he went on to assert that “nothing should be considered to have tainted any medal” won by them. 75 Seeking a more active position, USOC Executive Director Don Miller wished to supplement the IOC’s antiquated rules with policies promulgated by his own organization. Speaking at a February 1985 USOC meeting, he argued that “it has not been declared illegal in the past by the IOC medical commission, simply because . . . there was no medical tests [sic] for blood doping, and that almost invalidates our whole system of laws.” Miller recommended, therefore, a “proposal to the [USOC] Executive Board that blood doping is, in fact, a form of doping, and is illegal.” After all, he concluded, “there are other methods of proving that people have broken the law.” 76 Members of the American government also took notice. Citing public health concerns derived from the fact that several of the cyclists who received transfusions in Los Angeles became ill, National Institutes of Health official Dr. Harvey Klein urged Olympic administrators to prohibit blood doping at their competitions. 77

By this time, the IOC also realized that the doping crisis was quickly spinning out of control. Swedish delegate Matts Carlgren told his counterparts at a December 1984 IOC session that he “believed that the main problem concerning the future of the Olympic Games was not participation but doping.” Proposing more funds for research, he argued that “the IOC ought to lead in this domain and analyze the threats drugs impose on sport.” 78 Several months after Miller’s criticism of the IOC’s position towards performance-enhancing blood transfusions, de Merode announced that his commission had decided to ban the practice. “Although no feasible detection test is available at the present time,” he argued, “the Commission feels that it is a question of ethics.” 79 Describing the difficult negotiation process through which the policy was promulgated, he stated that “with this aim in mind, the Commission had met with representatives from the [International Association of Athletics Federations, the International Amateur Boxing Association, the international governing body of swimming and the International Weightlifting Federation].” Enforcement of the rule, according to de Merode, would be no less complicated: “Steps should be taken, in collaboration with the IFS,” he concluded, “for the standardization of methods and procedures of the laboratories.” 80

Unofficial tests in Los Angeles also indicated that a majority of the athletes competing in the pentathlon used beta-blockers during the event. 81 Indeed, before the Games, the IOC Medical Commission had expressly permitted their dispensation for “therapeutic” purposes upon presentation of certificates issued by athletes’ personal physicians. 82 By reducing blood pressure, heart rate, and blood vessel constriction, these drugs, normally used to treat hypertension and heart disease, steadied the hands of pentathletes during the shooting components of their competitions. 83 While nothing could be done about the situation in California, de Merode declared the following year that the administration of beta-blockers for the purpose of enhancing performance would be considered, like blood doping, an illegitimate practice. 84
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As a result, Beckett elaborated, “We [the IOC Medical Commission] took the responsibility of not revealing [the destruction of the documents] publicly.” Image was thus of primary importance to the Samaranch presidency; unfortunately, it came at the expense of regulatory responsibility and integrity.71

Several new forms of doping in Los Angeles highlighted the dynamic nature of the drug problem. Anticipatory athletes switched to alternative performance-enhancing techniques by the time a new drug screen was developed. At the 1984 Games, five U.S. cyclists who had medaled at the competitions received blood transfusions prior to their races from prominent cardiologist Herman Falsetti.72 The idea of blood transfusion was to preserve an athlete’s red blood cells and then introduce them into his or her body immediately prior to a competition. Because these cells carry oxygen, the reintroduction (through what is technically known as autologous transfusion) of a half-liter of blood provides the body with a roughly equivalent amount of oxygen per minute.73 Although the practice is one technique to undertake what is now popularly called “blood doping,” the procedure did not violate IOC regulations in place at the time. As Thomas Dickson, the team physician who witnessed the transfusions, put it, “They were certainly unethical, [but] whether they were illegal is something I still don’t know.”74

Whatever the moral dimensions of the episode, the United States Cycling Federation (USCF), as the national governing body for the sport, split the difference between apathy and responsiveness. While an apology to the American public was issued and the officials involved in administering the transfusions were punished, federation president David Prouty announced that “no athletes will be held or considered responsible.” Describing the cyclists as unsuspecting victims, he went on to assert that “nothing should be considered to have tainted any medal” won by them.75 Seeking a more active position, USOC Executive Director Don Miller wished to supplement the IOC’s antiquated rules with policies promulgated by his own organization. Speaking at a February 1985 USOC meeting, he argued that “it has not been declared illegal in the past by the IOC medical commission, simply because . . . there was no medical tests [sic] for blood doping, and that almost invalidates our whole system of laws.” Miller recommended, therefore, a “proposal to the [USOC] Executive Board that blood doping is, in fact, a form of doping, and is illegal.” After all, he concluded, “there are other methods of proving that people have broken the law.” Members of the American government also took notice. Citing public health concerns derived from the fact that several of the cyclists who received transfusions in Los Angeles became ill, National Institutes of Health official Dr. Harvey Klein urged Olympic administrators to prohibit blood doping at their competitions.77

By this time, the IOC also realized that the doping crisis was quickly spinning out of control. Swedish delegate Mats Carlgren told his counterparts at a December 1984 IOC session that he “believed that the main problem concerning the future of the Olympic Games was not participation but doping.” Proposing more funds for research, he argued that “the IOC ought to lead in this domain and analyze the threats drugs impose on sport.”78 Several months after Miller’s criticism of the IOC’s position towards performance-enhancing blood transfusions, de Merode announced that his commission had decided to ban the practice. “Although no feasible detection test is available at the present time,” he argued, “the Commission feels that it is a question of ethics.”79 Describing the difficult negotiation process through which the policy was promulgated, he stated that “with this aim in mind, the Commission had met with representatives from the [International Association of Athletics Federations, the International Amateur Boxing Association, the international governing body of swimming and the International Weightlifting Federation].” Enforcement of the rule, according to de Merode, would be no less complicated: “Steps should be taken, in collaboration with the IFs,” he concluded, “for the standardization of methods and procedures of the laboratories.”80

Unofficial tests in Los Angeles also indicated that a majority of the athletes competing in the pentathlon used beta-blockers during the event.81 Indeed, before the Games, the IOC Medical Commission had expressly permitted their dispensation for “therapeutic” purposes upon presentation of certificates issued by athletes’ personal physicians.82 By reducing blood pressure, heart rate, and blood vessel constriction, these drugs, normally used to treat hypertension and heart disease, steadied the hands of pentathletes during the shooting components of their competitions.83 While nothing could be done about the situation in California, de Merode declared the following year that the administration of beta-blockers for the purpose of enhancing performance would be considered, like blood doping, an illegitimate practice.84

As demonstrated by its aggressive reactions to
the blood doping scandal in Los Angeles, the 1984 Games served as a focusing event for the USOC. In March 1985, the organization announced a comprehensive plan calling for rigorous drug screens at all major events in the period before the 1988 Olympics opened in Seoul. In terms of punitive measures, the proposal included an escalating set of punishments; first offenses would result in one-year suspensions while a four-year suspension, which would preclude participation in Seoul, would follow a second finding of guilt. “Wherever the athletes compete,” said USOC Director of Sports Medicine Kenneth Clark, “they’ll be tapped on the shoulder and told it’s time for the urine sample.” While the USOC leadership was eager to accept the plan, the support of the national federations that governed individual sports was less certain. To his credit, USCF President David Pronty announced that the suggestion was “terrific” and that “philosophically, it meshes perfectly with what we want to accomplish.”

By June 1985, however, the plan, which would go into effect at that month’s National Sports Festival in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had been changed to meet the approval of the national federations. Although the USOC committed $800,000 to a comprehensive testing regime, the enforcement mechanisms were significantly weakened. Rather than an escalating set of punishments controlled by the USOC, athletes would be sanctioned only at the behest of the national governing bodies of their respective sports.

These modest steps, though, did little to improve the situation in the four years before the next Olympic Games. Nationalist forces again played a part in weakening doping regulations in international sport at the 1986 Goodwill Games in Moscow. The U.S. team traveling to Russia was told that all competitors would be subjected to rigorous drug inspections after their events. As a result, the Americans reportedly ceased their anabolic steroid cycles well before the competitions. “What they found in Moscow, however,” according to Dr. Voy, “was something quite unexpected. There wasn’t any drug testing.” Apparently, the U.S. squad was deliberately “burned” in order to foster the notion that the communist bloc, despite its absence in Los Angeles, still reined supreme in elite international athletics. While such machinations may have had perceived short-term political benefits, many Soviet athletes, like those in East Germany, were afflicted with subsequent medical problems. Prior to the 1984 Games, an unofficial study cited the wide-spread administration of performance-enhancing drugs to Soviet athletes as the primary reason for their enormously high mortality rate, which had accelerated since the mid-1970s. The actions by Soviet administrators at the 1986 Goodwill Games demonstrated that the report had little effect in moderating their policies.

Many of the national governing bodies and international federations that governed individual sports were equally reluctant to toughen their enforcement of doping regulations. In 1987, both the IAAF and its American counterpart at the national level, The Athletics Congress (TAC), managed to circumvent positive test results. At that year’s National Outdoor Championships in San Jose, California, TAC officials avoided a finding of guilt for American discus champion John Powell by citing minor procedural errors in labeling his “A” and “B” specimens by Dr. Harmon Brown, head of the organization’s medical committee. Later that year, the IAAF weakened their testing system at the World Track-and-Field Championships in Rome by replacing IOC doping authorities Dr. Manfred Donike and Dr. Arnold Beckett with several less qualified and aggressive individuals. Demonstrating how far unscrupulous members of the elite sports establishment would go to avoid detection, Charlie Francis, then coach of Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson, told a colleague at the event that his protegé had gonorrhea to rationalize the presence of the steroid masking agent probenecid (which could be justifiably used as an adjunct in treating the disease) in his system.

Still, Samaranch was confident enough to claim in January 1987, “You may rest assured that we shall be very firm where doping is concerned. It is a form of cheating which we cannot tolerate.” At the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary, he continued this theme. “Above all,” he exclaimed, “such behavior makes a mockery of the very essence of sport, the soul of what we, like our predecessors, consider sacrosanct ideals.” Samaranch thus resolved, “Doping is alien to our philosophy, to our rules of conduct. We shall never tolerate it.” Of course, the IOC’s actions in the run-up to the 1988 Games often did not live up to Samaranch’s lofty words. In an episode eerily similar to the theft of medical records at the Los Angeles Games, de Merode later admitted that he destroyed a list of names of fifty-five athletes who had been detected doping in the six months prior to the opening of the 1988 Games in Seoul.

Despite President Samaranch’s assurances Francis’s explanation in Rome following Johnson’s positive test for probenecid foreshadowed deeper troubles for the Canadian sprinter at the Seoul Games. On September
24, 1988, Johnson defeated American track star Carl Lewis in the one-hundred meter sprint, lowering his previous world record to 9.79 seconds. Two days later, Francis, “about 42 hours after my life’s greatest moment,” was awakened by a knock on his door from Dave Lyon, manager of Canada’s track-and-field squad. “We’ve got to get over to the Medical Commission,” Lyon said. “Ben’s tested positive.” If the race had been the climactic event of Francis’s and Johnson’s careers, it was even more important for the future of Olympic doping policy. This was something that Francis himself realized: “The track federations had staged drug tests for 20 years,” he later wrote, “and in all that time no major star had failed one—not officially, at any rate.”

Upon being told that there was “terrible” news, Dick Pound asked IOC President Samaranch, “Has someone died?” Samaranch replied, “Is worse [sic] . . . Ben Johnson . . . He has tested positive.” Although the sprinter initially claimed that someone might have spiked his urine after the race, the IOC found Johnson guilty.

Observers of the event immediately realized the effect of Johnson’s positive screen for the future of international sport. In the aftermath of the race, American sprinter Edwin Moses predicted that “this will change the history of the Olympics. . . . This will change a lot of people’s lives.” Johnson’s financial losses were personally catastrophic. In the immediate aftermath of his record-setting performance, the sprinter’s manager, Larry Heidebrecht, said, “The total endorsement power that he has following the world record and gold medal would certainly put him into seven figures. . . . How many millions, I wouldn’t want to speculate.” The economic windfall came to a sudden end, however, after the test results were made public. The Italian sportswear company Diadora, minoring the actions of several other enterprises, immediately canceled its five-year, $2.4 million contract with the runner, and the Japan-based Kyodo Oil Company terminated a marketing campaign featuring Johnson. Estimating the financial loss for the sprinter, Heidebrecht later stated that the scandal cost Johnson a staggering $25 million in endorsement deals.

Johnson, as put by Canadian IOC member James Worral, had thus “just been killed as an athlete, and probably his complete life has been ruined.”

Though Johnson’s was the most explosive, there were, of course, several other drug scandals in Seoul. A 1989 issue of the Soviet’s official publication Zmena stated that a $2.5 million laboratory aboard a vessel sailing off the Korean coast provided pre-competition screens to Soviet Olympians to make sure they were not caught through official tests. Also, due to fears that instances of doping would be revealed, several athletes, according to the report, were not allowed to compete. Without similar facilities, Bulgaria and Hungary both pulled their weightlifting teams from the Games after several of their athletes tested positive for performance-enhancing substances. Not willing to allow a communist-bloc advantage, American sport officials were equally concerned with preventing drug scandals. At that time, U.S. rules had a loophole through which athletes were provided a one-time “inadvertent use” defense in the case of a positive test at a national competition; at the 1988 U.S. Olympic trials, eight track-and-field athletes found to be using the prohibited substance ephedrine escaped punishment through the clause. After a member of a prominent American team competing in Seoul was found with an abnormally high testosterone level, which should have resulted in the disqualification of the entire squad, U.S. officials convinced the IOC that the athlete’s normal production of the hormone was elevated.

Despite the previous failures to eliminate drugs at their competitions, IOC officials optimistically portrayed these incidents as successes for their doping policies. Taking a positive view that Johnson’s test would catalyze future efforts with regard to the issue, Dick Pound proclaimed that “this is a disaster for Ben, a disaster for the Games, and a disaster for track and field. But let’s turn this around to make the slate clean and show the world that we do mean business. We are prepared to act.” More sensitive to the public perception of the Olympics, President Samaranch was cheerful in an interview: “We are showing that the system works,” he proclaimed. “We are showing that my words are not only words, they are facts. We are winning the battle against doping.”

Experts in the field, however, demonstrated that the president was mistaken. After the Games, USOC chief medical officer Dr. Robert Voy estimated that over fifty percent of those competing in Seoul used some form of performance-enhancing substance.

In addition to embarrassing Olympic administrators, the events in Seoul infuriated government officials in the home countries of banned athletes. The Canadian national government appointed Charles W. Dubin, Associate Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Ontario, as chair of a special commission charged with investigating drugs in athletics. After nearly ten months of public hearings, which resulted in 14,817 pages of testimony from 119 witnesses, Dubin issued his report. Arguing that Olympic doping policies were over-
ly-narrow, he wrote that while “the athletes who cheat must, of course, bear their full share of responsibility... the responsibility cannot be solely theirs.” Until now,” Dubin continued, “the focus has been only on the athletes. It is obvious that a broader net of responsibility will need to be cast. Coaches, physicians, therapists, and others involved in the care and training of athletes cannot escape responsibility for the sorry state of sport today.” Several IOC officials expressed similar beliefs. Canadian IOC member James Worrall declared, for instance, that “obviously, people behind... [Johnson] are responsible. ... Ben is a lad who will follow instructions. If he is told that something is good, he will believe it.”

Exacerbating the situation were the organizational conflicts within the Olympic governance structure that prevented the promulgation and enforcement of a universal set of doping regulations. Describing the diffuse nature of this system, Dubin explained that the “failure of many sport-governing bodies to treat the drug problem more seriously and to take more effective means to detect and deter the use of such drugs has... contributed in large measure to the extensive use of drugs by athletes.” Pound similarly believed that Johnson was simply “a pawn in this, the host organization for the substance.” The sprinter’s use of steroids, Worrall concluded, “points up the tragedy of the whole system endemic in international sport.” The problems with the Olympics that Johnson’s test exemplified therefore required a wider range of enforcement mechanisms than had been previously provided.

While setting the agenda in terms of this policy development was relatively simple, actually accomplishing a coordinated approach to doping was far more complicated. The first step in this process occurred before the Seoul Games when de Merode chaired the first World Conference on Doping in Sport in late-June 1988. Attended by delegates from twenty-six countries, the meeting put forth the idea of an anti-doping charter to be signed by both private sports authorities and national governments. De Merode continued to push for this approach. According to a report of that meeting, he explained that a new working group composed of an international list of sports authorities would be “responsible for working out this strategy so that it is adhered to by all sporting nationals at a governmental level, and by all international authorities.” This was a point hammered home by Samaranch in a November 1988 speech. “In order to overcome the scourge of doping,” he asserted, “all our forces must be united and a concerted effort made by sports and civil authorities working together in perfect harmony.”

Realizing that their scientists could not keep pace with the western pharmaceutical industry in terms of the development of new performance-enhancing substances, Soviet authorities took a surprising position of leadership in pushing for the implementation of de Merode’s universal system of control. At a UNESCO meeting held in November 1988, sports leaders from one-hundred countries signed a statement of support for the IOC’s proposed Anti-Doping Charter. Although there was no enforcement device under the statement, IOC official Alain Coupat claimed that “this is a big day for the I.O.C. ... It means UNESCO recognizes that the fight against doping must be constructed on a global
basis, not by state, and that the I.O.C. is the best organization to direct the fight.” Because the United States did not belong to UNESCO, Soviet officials came to a separate agreement with American leaders that would allow their respective doping experts to test each other’s athletes. At a summer 1989 meeting, de Merode additionally began to advocate a new doping commission within the IOC. The commission would be supplemented with an IOC-run “mobile laboratory” that would enable a program of out-of-competition testing to begin. Although de Merode preferred that the IOC remain in command of the body, his concept eventually resulted in the founding of an independent anti-doping organization in November 1999.

Observers of international sport during the 1980s thus witnessed a series of crises that collectively led to a paradigm shift in Olympic doping policy. In the early years of the decade, most policymakers believed that the issue was of secondary importance to the 1980 and 1984 boycotts. This conception led to a belief that the problem could be best addressed by either obscuring its true extent or by actively suppressing instances of doping. The effect of these strategies was exacerbated by a loose system of Olympic governance. The respective cover-ups at the 1983 World Track-and-Field Championships and Pan-American Games by the IAAF and the USOC demonstrated how this framework weakened drug initiatives. Although it was more progressive than national committees and international federations, the IOC also engaged in questionable behavior; uncertainties remain, for instance, as to Samaranch and de Merode’s complicity in destroying test results at the 1984 Los Angeles Games.

In the end, these activities set the stage for the single most important event in the history of Olympic doping policy: the disqualification of Ben Johnson at the 1988 Games in Seoul. The concentrating effect of the episode was best put by Dick Pound, who wrote in 1989 that “there have been positive tests and disqualifications on other occasions, but never one which has attracted such scrutiny and created such concern.” At last convinced as to the necessity of state intervention, the deeply embarrassed Canadian government called attention to the inadequacies of the existing system. The Soviet government, perhaps realizing that its teams would be more successful in circumventing the new protocols than those of Western nations, also insisted on comprehensive reform. Although a universal doping authority would not come into existence for another decade, the consequent pressure on Olympic officials created a political climate conducive to its creation.
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